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Social Partners Reach 
Outline Agreement On 

Parental Leave 
The three European level social partner organisations - ETUC 
(trade unions), UN ICE (private sector employers), and CEEP 
(public sector employers) reached an agreement on a proposal 
for a framework agreement on parental leave at their sixth 
negotiating meeting held on the 6th November 1995. The 
proposal for a framework agreement will be submitted to the 
respective decision-making bodies of the three organisations 
for examination and decision. The decision by the three 
organisations on whether to accept the proposed agreement 
is expected by the end of the year. If accepted, the social 
partners will propose to the Commission that they submit the 
agreement to the Council for a Council Decision in accordance 
with Article 4.2 of the Maastricht Social Policy Protocol which 
will make its terms binding on all Member States other than the 
United Kingdom. 

The highlights of the Agreement are as follows: 
• Minimumr9quirementsforparentalleavewillbeintroduced 

in the three Member States which currently do not have 
them (Ireland, Belgium and Luxembourg). 

• At least three months parental leave will be available 
before the child•s 8th birthday. Member States will be free 
to introduce more favourable provisions if they wish to do 
so. 

• The right to parental leave will exist whatever the nature of 
the work contract or the size of the company involved. It will 
be able to be taken in a part-time or fragmented fashion or 
even in the form of .. time-credits ... 

• Social protection cover against such things as illness, 
unemployment etc) will remain during parental leave. 

• Workers taking parental leave will have the guarantee of 
resuming their job on return to work, or if this is not 
possible, an equivalent or similar position. 
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Parental Leave - The Background
On24 November 198til the Gommission submitted
a proposalfora Council Directive on parental leave
and leave for family reasons (COM(tr1)686). This
proposal was in line with the Commission's desire
to pursue equalopportunitiesfor men and women,
and to encourage work and family life to be mutually
supportive. The proposal aimed at providing a
minimum leave entitlement following the birth or
adoption of a child, and for other family reasons.
Opinions were delivered by the Economic and
Sociaf Committee on 24 May 1984, and the
European Parliament on 30 March 1984, with a
numberof amendments. The Commlssion submitted
an amended proposal on 15 November 1984
irrcorporating most of the Parliament's amendments
(coM(84)631).

The proposal was subjecred to lengthy discussions
in the Council, without unanimity (as rquired [y
the Treaty) ever being achieved. As a result the
Belgian Presidency, who strongs supported the
proposal, put forward in 1 993 a conclusive prqosal
which was event ually acc4table to elwen Member
States. Furthermore the Gommission publisfied in
J uly 1 994 its White Paper on the future of Eu ropean
social policy. This paper was.bassd on a wid+
ran g in g consultat ion process, a nd oler 500 written
submissbns on the f uture direction of social Poltcy.
lnthe paperthe Commission restated itsintention .

to make progress in the area of reconciliation of
work and family life, as being parl of the neessary
strategy to promote gowth and em$oyment in the
context of major social and ecorpmic structural
change, while at the same time encouraging the
family-related struc"tures which provide stability to
our European model of societY.

f n its discussion of 22September 1 994, the Gouncil
failed to agree on the basis of the text initblly pttt
forwardby the Belgian Presidency, wilhthe United
Kingdom alone being opposed. As a result
Commissioner Flynn anrxlunced he wouH onsider
using the other avenu€s opsn in order rlot to
deprive the hrge rnaiortty in favour of the
oppodunrty of making progress. In particular he
undertook to consider using the Procedure laid
down in the Agreernent on Social Policy annexed to
the Social Protocol.

Negotiations between the social partners at
European level begun on the 12th July 1995 and
concluded on the 6th Novenrber 1 995. Theproposed
agreement will now be submitted to the decision-
making bodies of the three social partner
organisations.

Current Provisions For Parental
Leave In EU Member States

AUS Parental Leave: Yes, bY law.
Duration: 24 months
Payment: Flat rate benefit.

BEL Parental Leave: No, but 'carser break"
Duration: UP to one Year
Payment: Sornebenefitsavailable.

DEN Parental Leave: Yes, bY law.
Duration: UP to one Ysar
Payment Yes (o/" benefits)

FIN Parental Leave: Yes, bY law
Duration: 158 daYs +
Payrnent: Yes (06 eamings)

FRA Parental Leave: Yss, bY hw
Duration: UP to 36 rnonths
Payment: No.

GER Parental Leave: Yss, bY hw
Duration: UP to 36 months.
Payment: For limited Perid

GRE Parental Leave: Yes, bY law
Duratbn: 3 months
Payment: No.

IRE Parontal Leave: No

ITA Parental Leave: Yes, bY law.
Duration: 6 rnonths.
Payment Yes (7o eamings)

LUX Parental Leave: No.

I€TH Parental Leave: Yes, bY law.
Duration: 6 months
Payment No.

POR Parental Leave: Yes, bY hw
Duratbn: UP to 24 nPnths
Payment No.

SPA Parental Leave: Yes, bY hw.
Duratbn: 12 npnths.
Payment No.

swE Parental Leave: Yes, bY law.
Duratforn: 18 months.
Paymeyrt: UP to 45O daYs.

UK Parental Leave: No.



BACKGROUND BRIEFING : SOCIAL DIALOGUE 

Social Dialogue at European Union Level 
In all the European Union Member States it took 
time for systems of industrial relations based on 
dialogue between employers and workers to emerge. 

Today the Member States all have national 
structures in which representatives of the social 
partners can make known their aspirations and 
express their opinions. Most of them have a strong 
tradition of concerted action on social matters, 
enabling the political decision-makers and the 
social partners to undertake to behave in a way that 
is compatible with the broad social and economic 
guidelines. In all the Member States certain 
aspects of work relations are the subject of free 
bargaining. 

Background 

At Community level the social partners have 
gradually become more and more deeply involved 
since the Community was established. The major 
stages were consultation within inter-trade con
sultative committees in the 1960s, the beginnings 
of concerted action with the establishment of the 
Standing Committee on Employment and the or
ganization of tripartite conferences in the 1970s 
and finally the commitment of the social partners 
to dialogue and negotiation in the Val Duchesse 
social dialogue since 1985. 

The Agreement on social policy annexed to the 
Treaty on European Union adds a new dimension: 
in addition to negotiations started by the social 
partners themselves (which to date have 
produced fourteen opinions, two recommenda
tions and two agreements), it also opens up a 
new field of negotiations triggered by a Commis
sion proposal. 

The term "social dialogue" can cover a variety of 
contents and forms: consultation (the social part
ners inform the Community institutions of their 
position); concerted action (the social partners are 
involved in drafting and implementing conclu
sions they have reached together); and dialogue 
between social partners including their own initia
tives (they produce joint opinions, recommenda
tions or agreements). 
The Agreement on Social Policy provides for the 
following: 

- consultation before any Community initiative is 
taken in the social field (Article 3(2) and (3)). 
This consultation already existed before the 
Agreement. It is now compulsory at an early 
stage (consultation on the possible direction of 
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Community action followed by consultation on 
the content of the envisaged proposal); 

- the possibility for the social partners to 
conclude an agreement as a replacement for 
Community legislation {Article 3{4)); 

- the possibility of extending an agreement be
tween the social partners to all workers and 
companies {extension by Council decision). 

In its communication setting out the arrange
ments for implementing the agreement on social 
policy {December 1993), the Commission stated 
that it would be looking to representative 
European organizations, mainly those already 
involved in the social dialogue process. It laid 
down certain criteria for identifying European-level 
negotiating partners. 

The Role Of The Commission in 
Relation to The Social Dialogue 

Article 188b of the Treaty: "The Commission 
shall endeavour to develop the dialogue between 
management and labour at European level which 
could, if the two sides consider it desirable, lead to 
relations based on agreement." 

Article 3 of the Agreement on Social Policy: 
"The Commission shall have the task of promoting 
the consultation of management and labour at 
Community level and shall take any relevant meas
ures to facilitate their dialogue by ensuring bal
anced support for the parties." 

The Brussels European Council on 1 0 and 11 
December 1993 invited the Commission ''to con
tinue its efforts to lead the social dialogue and to 
make full use, subject to the provisions of the 
protocol annexed to the Treaty, oft he new possibili
ties available under the Treaty." 

In its communication concerning the application of 
the Agreement on Social Policy adopted on 15 
December 1993 the Commission lists the various 
measures which can facilitate dialogue which in
clude various types of support: the organization of 
meetings; support for joint studies or joint working 
groups; and supportfortechnical assistance deemed 
necessary to underpin the dialogue". The Corfu 
European Council on 24 and 25 June 1994 invited 
the Commission ''to renew its efforts towards assur
ing the necessary social dialogue making full use of 
the new possibilities available in the Treaty on 
European Union and in particular of the provisions 
of the protocol annexed to it." 



FOCUS : SOCIAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL 

Social Affairs Council Adopts Resolutions on 
Racism and Women and The Media. 

The Labour and Social Affairs Council met in 
Luxembourg on the 5th October 1995 under the 
Spanish Presidency. The Council adopted two 
important resolutions: one strongly condemning all 
forms of racism, xenophobia and anti-semitism and 
the other calling for an end of sexual stereotyping in 
the media. Details of these resolutions are given 
below. 

In addition to the resolutions, the Council held a 
debate on the results of the Beijing 4th World 

Resolution on Women 
and the Media 

The Social Affairs Council adopted a resolution 
on the image of women in advertising and the 
media. The resolution, presented on the initiative 
of the Spanish presidency, states that .. sexual 
stereotyping in advertising and the media is one 
of the factors in inequality which influences 
attitudes towards equality between men and 
women ... The resolution calls on the Commission 
to take account of the terms of the resolution 
when implementing its new fourth action 
programme for equal opportunities for men and 
women. The Resolution calls on Member States 
to: 

- promote a diversified and realistic picture of 
the skills and potential of women and men in 
society; 

- provide appropriate measures to ensure the 
respect for human dignity and an absence of 
discrimination on the grounds of sex; 

- implement and/or encourage regular 
information and awareness campaigns; 

- support and promote discussion and 
consultation within a framework of voluntary 
self-regulation; 

- support studies and initiatives to increase 
awareness in advertising agencies in terms of 
equality; 

- promote the balanced participation of women 
and men in production bodies, administrative 
bodies and decision-making posts. 

Social Affairs Commissioner, Padraig Flynn, said 
that the Commission would give its full support to 
the Resolution although he would have preferred 
a more ambitious text along the lines of the 
position agreed on this subject at the World 
Conference on Women in Beijing. 
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Conference on women and held a policy debate on 
the Commission•s proposal for a Fourth Programme 
on Equal Opportunities for Men and Women. The 
Council also re-examined the proposal for a 
Programme to Combat Exclusion (POVERTY) but 
no decision was reached. A high-level working 
group will attempt to overcome the deadlock in the 
coming months. 

Resolution On Racism 

The resolution adopted by the Social Affairs 
Council on the 5th of October condemns .. in the 
strongest terms .. racism, xenophobia and anti
semitism in all of its forms, flagrant breaches of 
individual human rights and religious intolerance. 
The resolution, which was presented on the 
initiative of the Spanish presidency, calls upon 
the Commission to present a review of the 
measures against racism and xenophobia taken 
in the context of existing Community programmes 
and the possibilities for future measures. 

It calls on Member States to make progress 
towards achieving a series of common objectives 
which include guaranteeing protection of people 
against all forms of discrimination on the grounds 
of race, colour, religion or national or ethnic origin 
and promoting employment and vocational training 
as means of integrating persons legally resident 
in Member States. The resolution also calls on 
Member States to adopt the following measures: 

- ratification of international instruments 
concerning the fight against all forms of racial 
discrimination; 

- developments in teaching systems and training 
establishments and training programmes for 
public servants and business executives in 
the field of the respect of diversity & equality 
of human beings; 

- support for citizens• movements and organisa
tions actively committed, by democratic 
means, to the fights against racism and 
xenophobia, and determined co-operation with 
those movements and organisations, in 
accordance with national practice; 

- promotion of effective instruments of self
regulation, suchascodesofgoodconduct, for 
media professionals. 

The resolution also invites the social partners to 
take an active part in the achievement of the 
objectives set out in the resolution and to support 
the measures adopted by Member States. 



FOCUS: LOCAL DEVELOPMENT AN. EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVES 

Commission Publish Communication On Local 
Development and Employment Initiatives 

The European Commission has published in the 
Official Journal(*) its Communication on a European 
Strategy for Encouraging Local Development and 
Employment Initiatives (LDEis). 

Local development and employment initiatives 
(LDEis) are a new approach to the creation of work 
and are spreading throughout the Member States 
oft he European Union, as they are found to provide 
a genuine response to current aspirations. On the 
one hand, they meet growing needs in terms of 
improving standards of living or changing behav
ioural patterns, which are still poorly catered for by 
firms or by traditional administrations. On the other, 
they offer enthusiasts the opportunity, whether in 
town or country, to put their creativity and dyna
mism to a good use in a broader local development 
project. 

In the context of the "active employment policies' 
advocated by the White Paper "Growth, Competi
tiveness and Employment", encouragement to 
local initiatives undoubtedly constitutes an interest
ing element from the point of view of the cost
effective use of budgetary resources. On the basi 
of research carried out in three Member State 
(France, the United Kingdom and Germany) it i 
estimated that LDEis could provide, annually, an 
extra 140,000 to 400,000 jobs in Europe. Equally, 
by satisfying a latent demand and remedying mar
ket imperfections and market failures, local initia
tives do not harm international competitiveness; 
indeed they open up new avenues for innovation b 
businesses and "social entrepreneurs". Local initia
tives are not the only way to create jobs in the future; 
but they complement other ways of increasing the 
employment intensity of growth and as such, they 
feature amongst the ''five points" of the conclusions 
to the Essen European Council. 

If the full potential of job creation resulting from 
LDEis is to be achieved a coherent national and 
European framework for the encouragement of 
such initiatives is required. The initial task of such 
a framework must be to do away with the numerous 
obstacles to the development of new LDEI activi
ties. The Commission prepared two working docu
ments for the Brussels European Council meeting. 
The first dealt with LDEis and sought to clarify and 
to verify the idea that European economies harbour 
"new sources of employment" arising from unmet 
needs in the service sector. The second presented 
an inventory of Community action to support LDEis 
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and took stock of what use had been made over the 
past ten years of the EU's instruments for local 
development at the same time as proposing a 
number of measures to make them more effective. 
The Commission has now adopted a Communica
tion to the Council and the European Parliament 
which seeks to draw on the work already under
taken and to show: - what measures Member 
States can take to encourage local initiatives, as 
part of their "multiannual employment programmes" 
on Essen follow-up;- what measures the European 
Union undertakes to implement to use Community 
instruments better for encouraging LDEis. 

General Guidelines For Encouraging LDEis 

There are more and more local initiatives being 
undertaken in EU Member States, but often they 
tend to be short-lived. This fragility is due to a 
variety of obstacles which hamper their growth and 
which can usually be traced back to an inappropri
ate national environment. The main obstacles tend 
to be: 
Financial: These include excessive direct and 
indirect labour costs, the cost of venture capital and 
the low purchasing power of the poorest house
holds. 
Technical: Technical obstacles include inappro
priate initial training, outdated skills and working 
conditions and a lack of training in new technology. 
Legal: The legal and regulatory obstacles include 
the existence of rigid systems that discourage 
secondary incomes, the absence of reduced legal 
status of the .. helper spouse .. , the absence of 
quality standards in the service sector and outdated 
accreditation systems. 
Institutional: Institutional obstacles include ex
cessive short-termness of financial support, the 
inability of local authorities to keep the various 
parties involved fully informed, and a failure to fully 
appreciate the job-creating potential of LDEis. 

In order to overcome these obstacles, LDEI's need 
a suitable framework and suitable financial instru
ments. Suggestions put forward in the Commission 
Communication include the use of .. service vouch
ers .. , improving training and qualifications, encour
aging changes in the legal framework within which 
LDEis operate and making provisions for adequate 
administrative decentralisation. 

(*) Official Journal C265 12th October 1995 



FOCUS : Employment In Europe 1995 

European Commission Annual Employment Report: 

Employment In Europe 1995 
The European Commission has published its 1995 Employment in Europe Report. Like the previous 
reports in the annual series, it looks at the latest trends in employment in the European Union - both at 
Union level and within Member States- and highlights a number of important trends. The Report is divided 
into three main sections: 

• The first part examines the key trends and prospects in employment policy. It looks at the 
performance of Member States in creating jobs, the changing pattern of employment, unemployment 
trends in individual Member States, key developments within the labour market and short-term 
prospects for growth and employment. 

• Part 2 looks at progress in implementing changes in employment systems and concentrates on the 
main developments in the five areas identified by the Essen European Council meeting :promoting 
investment in vocational training, increasing the employment intensity of growth, reducing non-wage 
labour costs, improving the effectiveness of labour market policies, and improving measures for 
groups particularly hard hit by unemployment. 

• The final part contains an analysis of two selected labour market issues: (i) labour costs, social 
charges and employment, and (ii) the environment and employment. 

There follows a summary of some of the main trends and strategies identified within the Report. 

The General Situation 

After three years of falling employment and rising 
unemployment throughout the European Union, 
the recovery in economic output which has spread 
to most parts since mid-1993 has already begun to 
raise the rate of net job creation. In the majority of 
Member States, unemployment rates have either 
stabilised or fallen slightly in the first part of 1995. 
The number out of work in the European Union as 
a whole, however, still stands at over 18 million, 
almost 11 °/o of the workforce and, though the 
prospects over the next year or two are for some 
increase in the growth of employment, the number 
seems unlikely to decline very rapidly in the near 
future. 

Unemployment, therefore, remains the major 
economic - and social - problem confronting the 
European Union. The means of achieving a higher 
rate of employment growth, sustained over a long 
enough period of time to bring the numbers out of 
work down to acceptable levels, will, therefore, be 
a primary issue of policy concern for some time to 
come. 

Recent Changes In Employment 
In The European Union 

The recent recession had a severe impact on 
employment in most Member States. The numbers 
employed in the European union as a whole declined 
by 4°/o in the three years 1991 to 1994, twice as 
much as any previous fall over a comparable period 
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since the war. As a result, 6 million jobs- some 60o/o 
of the 1 0 million or so net increase in jobs generated 
during the record period of employment expansion 
between 1985 and 1990 - were effectively lost over 
this period. 

Recent Changes In Unemployment 

The widespread fall in employment led to a steep 
rise in unemployment in the EU. After falling to 7.5o/o 
in 1990 from a peak of just under 1 0°/o in 1985, the 
average rate rose to a new peak of just over 11 °/o in 
1994. By contrast in the USA, unemployment fell to 
under 6.5o/o in 1994 and in Japan it remained below 
3°/o. Since the peak rate reached in the Spring of 
1994, unemployment in the EU has come down, but 
only very slowly. Although growth of GOP in the EU 
seems to have resumed in mid-1993, this as yet has 
had a minimal impact on the numbers out of work. 

Employment Of Men And Women 

A long-term trend in the EU has been fort he number 
of men in employment to decline and for the number 
of women to increase. In the ten years before 1985, 
the number of men employed fell by 4o/o while the 
number of women expanded by 1 Oo/o. In the years 
of high employment growth in the late eighties, the 
decline in male employment was reversed: numbers 
of men in work increasing by 4.5°/o. Since 1990, 
however, the long-term trend has resumed and the 
number of men in employment has fallen markedly. 
Whilst the employment of women has also fallen, 
the decline has been very much less. The main 



cause of these ditfering trends in rnale and female
employment is the trend in industrial employment
where men account for 75o/" of the work force.

Unemployment Of Men And Women

Despite the larger job losses suffered by men, the
rate of unemployment among women rernains higher
(averaging around 12.50/") than for men (9.5%).
The only Member States where the reverse is the
case are Finland, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
Since the peak unemployment rate in 1994,
however, the rate for men has fallen slightly more
than that for women.

Employment and Labour
Force Grourth'

The nunbers in the labour force, $rhich expanded
by afrnost 1o/o ayear in the second half of the I 980s
as employment increased, contracted during the
recession years between 1990 ard 1994. The lack
of job opportunities seems to have persuaded a
significant proportion of men in particuhr either to
witMraw from the labour force or to dehy entry. At
the sametime, the upward trerd in the propodbn of
working age women looking to work, which had
persisted at a rehtively high rate throughout the
1980s slowed appreciably during these four years.
These developments has a marked effecl in
preventing unemployment from rising even more
than it did during this perftrd. The fall in labour force
participation was especially rnarked among young
peop le under 25. Participatbn also declined among
older men of 55 and over, again at a higher rate than
in earlier years, so refleding an accelerated trend
towards early retirement as men in this age group
losing their |obs had increasing difFnulties firding
nsw ones. More distubingly perhaps, significant
numbers of men of prime working age, between 25
and 54 also withd rew f rom the forma I labou r rnarket.

Re-emptoyrnent : A Strategy For
The European Union

Five key areas of policy were emphasised at the
Essen Summit as being of major importance for
taclding the Union's employment problems:

- lmproving Employment Oportunities For The
hbour Force;

- Increasing The Enployment I ntensity Of Growth ;

- Reducing Non-Wage labourGostsTo Stimuhte
Job Creation;

- lmproving The Effectiveness Of Labour markd
Policies;

- lnproving Measures To Help Groups Hard Hit
By Unemployment.

The 1995 Employment In Europe Repod examines
each of these five areas and considers current
trends in both the European Union and its Member
States.

ITIIPROVING EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE LABOUR FORCE

(a) Young People:
The significant reduction in participation in the
labour force of young people under 25 was
associated with an equally large increase in the
proportion of those remaining in education and
training ratherthan seeking employment. To some
extent, this reflects the policy effort in all Member
States to extend the provision of education and
initial training for young people to improve their
chances of finding, and remaining in, work. Such a
policy is based on two related features of the labour
market, common to all Member States: (i)
unemployment ratgs amongst school-leavers
without educational or vocational training
qualilications beyond basic secondary schooling
are higher than for those with such qualifications;
and (ii) there is a strong, long-term shift in the
struc{ure of jobs frcm less skilled to more skilled.

(b) Equal Opportunities For Women:
Women for the past twenty years or more have
arcounted for the entire growth in the European
Union's $ofk force and are likely to oontinue to do
so in futurs ysar. The future productive potential of
the economies of Member States, therefore, is
linkd to a rnaior extent ts the skill leveb of women.
ln the light ol this, as well as for reasons of equrg,
it is irrportant that women have equal access to
education ard initial training and to oontinue training
througthout their norking careers.

(c) lmproving The Effectiveness Of Training
Systems:

A comrnon terderay in Men$er Strates has been to
try to make training prwbion rrclre responsive to
local ard indvkjual needs. This has been associated
with a widesprmd devolution of delivery to the
regionalard bcal level, togetherwith lhe increased
invofuement of the business corRmunity both to
advise on the mntent of courses ard to play a mors
active part in training itself.

(d) Towards LibLong Learning:
Thers has also been a growing emphasis not on[
on education and initial lnaining of young people,
but also on the need-for continuing training
throughout an individuals working caresr. This is
encouraged in some Member States through
stalutory entitlement to training or study leave (e.9.
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Belgium and Denmark), and in most through 
collective agreements between the social partners. 
Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that both 
access to continuing training and its focus are 
closely related to educational attainment levels, so 
that the least qualified and those most vulnerable to 
changing skill needs are the least likely to receive it. 

INCREASING THE EMPLOYMENT 
INTENSITY OF GROWTH 

(a) Output and Employment Growth In The EU: 
Overtime, the growth of employment in the EU has 
closely mirrored the growth in GDP. A rise in GDP 
growth has usually been followed by an increase in 
employment some time later, the full effect taking a 
number of years to come through fully. Though 
there have been, and are, some variations, the 
relationship between economic growth (GDP) and 
employment growth has remained relatively constant 
over the past 15 years with annual GDP growth 
exceeding annual employment growth by around 
2°/o, reflecting the underlying increase in labour 
productivity. In the latter parts of the 1980s, labour 
productivity growth averaged slightly under 2o/o a 
year across the EU and in the four "recession" years 
of 1990 - 1994, the rate of labour productivity 
growth was much the same. This contrasts with the 
experience in the USA and Japan where labour 
productivity growth has been considerably less 
over the last four years. 

(b) The Experience In Member States: 
The evidence of the last 15 years is that a high rate 
of GDP growth is not a sufficient condition for 
maintaining a high level of employment. On the 
other hand, no country in the Union has succeeded 
in maintaining a high level of employment without 
achieving a certain minimum rate of economic 
growth. In the second half of the eighties, no 
Member State increased employment by 
significantly more than 1 o/o a year without average 
growth of around 3°/o a year or more. At the same 
time , there were significant differences between 
countries in the employment intensity of growth 
which was achieved. 

(c) The Means To Increased Employment 
Intensity: 

All EU Member States have confronted the dilemma 
that attempting to raise the employment intensity of 
growth may conflict with the equally important aim 
of trying to achieve high rates of productivity increase 
in order to maintain or improve competitiveness 
and thereby boost output growth and the rate of job 
creation. A possible way out of this dilemma is to 
focus efforts to raise employment on sectors of the 
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economy with traditionally high labour intensity. A 
further approach, which is complementary rather 
than an alternative, is to seek to increase the 
number of people employed for a given level of 
labour input - in other words, to share the available 
work between more people by reducing the average 
time that each person works. 

(d) Reduced Working Time As A Means Of 
Increasing Employment: 

A widespread, though gradual, trend is evident 
across the EU towards greater flexibility in working 
time arrangements. Though increased flexibility 
does not inevitably lead to a reduction in average 
working time and, therefore, to more people being 
employed for a given level of output, the trend has 
been accompanied by a growth in part-time working, 
a reduction in the standard full-time week and the 
introduction in a number of countries of career 
break options 

(e) Temporary Jobs: 
A third of all the additional jobs which were created 
in the EU over the growth years 1987 to 1990 were 
temporary, or rather fixed-term. Three quarters of 
these additional jobs, however, were in one country, 
Spain. Only in two other countries, France and 
Portugal, was the expansion of temporary working 
of any significance over this period. In the 
subsequent four years, only in the Netherlands was 
there any marked growth in temporary working, 
though there was also some expansion in Ireland, 
Spain and Italy. 

CHANGES IN NUMBERS EMPLOYED AND TOTAL HOURS 
IN THE EUROPEAN UNION, 1986-94 (%Annual Change) 

2 

1 

-1 

-2 

-3 

1 
I 
I 

--Total Hours Worked \ I 
- Numbers Employed \ I 

v 
Source: Employment In Europe 1995 



(0 Changes In Self-Employment:
Most Menrber States have policies to enourage
self-employment, both to help the unempbyed
work and to stimulate the creation of small
businesses so as to provide more employment
opportunities and, in some cases, to strengthen the
productive base of the economy. In practice,
however, despite increased incentives, the
importance of self-employment has not changed
greatly in most pails of the EU over the pasl 10
years. In 1994, 15o/o of those in ernployment in the
EU were self-employed. In 1987, the figure was
160/".

(g) Wage Grcwth And Productivity:
Increases in the employment intensrg of growth
needto beacconpanied by a restraint on realwage
increases in orderto keep down costs of prcductbn
and avoid higher labour costs squeezing profits. In
other words, average real wages per person
employed - or, arore precisely, averag€ real labour
costs - need to increase by less than output (or
value-added) per person employed to leave room
for employers to be able to elpand the size of their
work forces without suffering lower profits od,
therefore, having less finance for investment.
Growth, therefore, needs to be urderpinned by
employmentcreatin g i nvestment.

(h) Job Growth In l{ew Areas Of Activlty:
Despite the recession, significant growth in
employment has occurred in a nurnber of service
sectors in recent years, many of these meeting new
needs which have besn stimulated by rising levels
of real income per head and technohgicaladvance,
such as business and computer-related serubes
and telecommunications, and leisure and
recreational activities, and by growing social and
envircnmental awareness sr.rch as care for the
elderly and infirm. Growth in empbyment has also
occurred in some manufacturing indusilries as a
result of changed social priorities (increased
employment in instrument engineering boosted by
envi ron mental protect bn moasu res, for example).

(i) Local Employment Initiatives:
Employment stands also to be boosted by local
development and employment initiatives. These
are a means both of meeting local needs, which
arise f rom i nprcving standads of I ivin g or changing
pattems of behaviour, and urhbh so far have been
inadequately cate red for e ithe r by the private sector
or by public authorities, and of increasing the rate of
job creation. Areas where the potentialfor meeting
local needs could provide substantial numbers of
new jobs include home help seruices, child care,

CHANGES IN GDP AND EMPLOYMENT IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION 1980-1994 (o/o Annual Change)
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new information and communications technologies,
assbtance toyoung people, bette housing, security,
bcal publbtransport servbes, revitralisation of urhn
arsas, local shops, tourism, audio-visual services,
local cultural development as well as waste
management and other environmental sectors.

REDUCING NON-WAGE LABOUR COSTS TO
STIIIULATE JOB CREATION

High and persistent levels of unemployment in the
EU, coupled with the fact that a large proportion of
the unemployed have rehtively low levels of skills
and qualifications, and therefore rehtivef low bvels
of prodwtivrty, has focused attentbn on the cost of
employment, particuhrly of those with bw skill
levels. Pollcy @ncern has centred on the various
faclors which seem to sgt a florto labour costs. At
the same time, in npst Member Stiates, concem
about labour co$s being too high at the lower end
of the scale has been rnatched by an equal concem
to preserve the prctection of workers wb are
relative! lowpaid and who arevulnerabfeto pdentlal
exploitation. Attention has therefore been focused
on ways of reducing labour costs to employors, to
give them more inc,entive to create jobs, without
rducing the income received by those on low rates
of pay. In particuhr, there is some evlderrce to
suggest that deductions for social welfare
contributions anpngst the low paid constitute a
higher percentage of total labour costs in the EU
than in other countries. In 1993, for example, the
ouerall govsmment charge on the employment of a
single worker with eamings of only half the average
was as high as 40o/o of hbour costs in five Member
States. In five other Member States, on the other
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hand, it was under 30o/o. In the USA it was around 
25o/o, lower than in most European countries. 

There are two dilemmas facing governments in 
Europe seeking through whatever means to reduce 
labour costs at the bottom end of the scale without 
lowering take-home pay. The first is that any revenue 
foregone or additional expenditure incurred has to 
be recouped in other ways. The second is that high 
marginal tax rates tend to result which may mean 
that low-skilled workers get locked into very low 
paid jobs with little incentive to seek to earn more -
or for employers to pay more (the so-called "poverty 
trap"). 

IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
LABOUR MARKET POLICIES 

Most Member States have tried to shift the balance 
of labour market policies over time from passive 
income support of the unemployed to active 
measures to attempt to get them into work, such as 
the provision of training, placement and job search 
assistance, counselling and job subsidies. The 
substantially higher levels of unemployment which 
have been experienced since 1990, however, 
combined with tight budget constraints, have in 
large measure frustrated these efforts. Of the total 
expenditure of around 3.5°/o of GDP devoted to 
labour market policies in the EU, 60% went on 
unemployment benefits and a further 1 Oo/o or so on 
early retirement pensions, leaving just over 30% for 
active measures- slightly more than 1 o/o of GOP. 
Nevertheless, for the majority of Member States 
(the exceptions being Denmark, France, Ireland, 
Luxembourg, Sweden and the UK) this represented 
a higher proportion of GDP than in 1985. 

Evaluating the effectiveness of the various elements 
of policy poses severe difficulties, not least because 
it is impossible to be sure what would have happened 
in the absence of the measures in question and in 
part because of the problem of allowing for the 
adverse effects on people and organisations other 
than those assisted. Despite questions about its 
effectiveness, expenditure on employment subsidies 
rose in relation to GDP in the EU between 1985 and 
1993, especially in Denmark, Germany, France, 
Finland and Sweden. Expenditure on employment 
services - which have generally been found to 
perform a valuable function in assisting the 
unemployed find work and have the merit of involving 
relatively little cost in relation to other measures
increased between 1985 and 1993 in all Member 
States except Greece. 
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IMPROVING MEASURES TO HELP GROUPS 
HARD HIT BY UNEMPLOYMENT 

Two prominent features which emerged in labour 
markets throughout the EU in the 1980s were, first, 
a substantial increase in unemployment among 
young people and, secondly, the growing numbers 
of unemployed who were out of work for long 
periods of time. Both were reflections of the acute 
shortage of jobs in the early 1980s and both let to 
policies being developed in Member States, as well 
as at EU level, to tackle the problems. 

(a) Unemployment of Young People: 
Youth unemployment, in particular, has been the 
focus of extensive and intensive action which has 
taken two main forms: encouraging more young 
people to stay in education and training longer to 
improve their qualifications and basic skill levels 
and making it easier for them to find jobs by 
increasing access to training, developing closer 
links between education and training and business 
and through subsidising work experience. The 
proportion of young people receiving education and 
training beyond basic schooling has increased 
markedly since the mid 1980s. Nevertheless, despite 
the efforts made, the rate of youth unemployment 
in the EU at the latest count (May 1995) was not 
much different (over 20°/o) from the level reached in 
the mid 1980s, which sparked the policy action in 
Member States. 

(b) Long-Term Unemployment: 
The scale of long-term unemployment has not 
changed greatly over the past decade. In 1994, 
almost half (48°/o) of those unemployed in the EU 
had been out of work for a year or more, more than 
half of these for two years or more. These figures 
are slightly lower than in the mid-eighties but this 
may be due to a misleading impression provided by 
the statistics (During a period of increasing 
unemployment, the proportion of the unemployed 
who have been long-term unemployed will tend to 
fall as an increasing number of people join the 
unemployment register. The persistence of the 
long-term unemployment problem reflects the 
difficulties of alleviating it. On past evidence, though 
the achievement of high rates of net job creation 
may create a better environment for reducing the 
scale of the problem, in itself it will not resolve it. 
Underlying problems which need to be tackled are 
the loss of confidence, disillusionment and 
degradation of skills suffered by those who have 
been trying without success to find a job for a year 
or more and the reluctance to hire someone who 
has not worked for a long time and may have 
become unaccustomed to doing so. 



European Foundation
FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF UVING

A}.ID WORKING CONDITIONS

Social Aspects Of The
Information Society

The htest edition of "News From The Foundation",
the regular newsletter of the European Foundation
For The lmprovement of Living and Working
Conditions (Dublin), is devoted to a summary of
recent work and research on the social aspects of
the information society. The newsletter contains:

(1) Asummary of three recent Foundation publica-
tions dealing with the informatio_n society. These
are (a) a summary report of the Foundation
research proiect on telehealth and telemedbine
whbh reviewsthe latest advarces in relationto
the use of telecommunication systems in heahh
provision including uremoteo health monitodng
systems. (b) A report of the workcanied out by
the Foundation which establishes best prac-
tices for telework from the home. (c) A
European Guide to teleworking wfibh contains
a framework for action.

(2) A review of the firdings of the Bangemann
Committee on Europe's rcryonse to th€ infor-
mation society which focuses pailicularly on
the social challenge presented by new techno
logbal and telecommunicatbns developrnenls.

(3) A summary of the corplusbns of the fourth
European Eco@y of Work Conlerence whbh
was held in Dublin in May this year. The mrfer-
ence had four rnain themes - tho introdwtbn
of innovative work organisatbn; the inpact of
new forms of work organisation on the empby-
ment relationship; the effects of new technolo-
gies on wor{< redesign; and training ard oryani-
sational change.

1994 Annual Report

The Foundation has recently published its 1994
Annual Report. 1994 was the second year of the
Dublin-based Foundatirrn's 1993-96 tolling pro-
gramme and saw a continuation of work in the
various areas of res€arch the Foundation is active
in. In all, some 58 projects were managed by the
Foundation during the year. Highlights from the
Report include:

- A new project was hunched to analyse public
policies and worlglace initiatives for combating
age baniers in recruitment ard training;

- A new proiect to identify a npartnershrp npdeP
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for bringing together publb bodies, the sochl
partners, and voluntary and community groups
to taclde economic and social exclusion in local
areas was also launched during the year;

- A major social partner conference on "jobs and
sustainability" was held in September 1994.

- An updated editbn of the Foundation's major
publication 'legal and contractual limitations to
working time in the Member States of the EU.
was prepared for publication;

- National str.dies on initiatives to prevent work
place absenteeism due to ill heahh were begun
in six EU Member States;

€uropeon Trode
Union Institute

Changes in work and the labour rna*et in Europe
were the subiec{s of a special conference organised
by the Europgan Trade Union Institute in Brussels
on the 22nd September 1995. The conference -

entitled "Work and the Labour Market' brought
together the leaders of the social partner
organisations at European level. ETUC General
Secretary, Emilio Gabaglb, eH that economb
recovery was vital, but rpt enough to create new
iobs. 

qThe employers' free rnarket aproach to
dereguhtbn of ernpryment as the only way to
reatore the flagging economy is holding back the
smrch for positive flexibility", sakl Mr Gabaglio.
"Socialpartner involvement is rpt an optbn, but a
non-nog$iaHe musilo, he added. UNICE General
Secretary, Zygmunt Tyszkiewicz, outlined his
organisation's 10 point economb programme, the
key$ones of whbh are stabilily, competitiveness
ard f lexlbility. H o olqpressed th€ hry that European
@npdiiivensssu,cuH take its hadfiomthe Gennan
sy$em, whict, depite some of the highest labour
costs in Europe, sco'reskt intermeof produdlvig
and enpbymoil creatbn. The Generalsecretary
ofthe PriCic Sector Brployers' Associatbn (CEEP),
R. fuwres, stressedthe ltey tobof ptblbenterprise
in European integratbn. He issued a call for the
1 996 intergovemmental confererce to cleady ddne
the type of pr$lb or private enterpiso that the
Union needs. Alhn Larcson, Dirctor-General of
the European Commission's DGV, said that
unempbyment had to be rognrded as a flexble
potential which trainirq would maks available to the
enployment markd. He feft thd restoring mrfiderrce
in Europe's ecoromy wasthe key elenrent in glving
a boo$ to investment ard employrnent creation
and he felt tlnt Decenbe/s Madrid Summit strould
take steps to establish the framework and
instrumeds to rsbuitj that confiderpe.



NEWS 

D 
Informal Labour And D 
Social Affairs Council 

Ministers of Employment and Social Affairs took 
part in an informal Social Affairs Council in Cordoba, 
Spain, between the 27th and 29th October. The 
main item on the agenda was the preparation for 
the joint report on the post-Essen employment 
strategy which is due to be jointly submitted by the 
Social Affairs Council and the Economic and Finance 
Council to the Madrid summit in December. Despite 
the fact that the European Commission and the 
EcoFin Council have already agreed their 
contributions to this paper, the Social Affairs 
ministers were unable to agree a text at the informal 
meeting 

It has been left to the Spanish Presidency to draw 
up a new draft- based on the Commission•s and the 
EcoFin Councils contributions and the views 
expressed by Ministers in Cordoba- for submission 
to the EcoFin Council on the 27th of November and 
the full Social Affairs Council on the 5th of December. 

A measure of agreement was achieved on a number 
of important constituent elements however. These 
were: 

- Fighting unemployment is the top priority; 
- The first joint EcoFin/Social Council Report 

should be limited to the five guidelines set out in 
Essen; 

- Employment should be included in a revised 
Treaty 

D
Employment ProspectsD 
in the European Union 

European Social Affairs Commissioner, Padraig 
Flynn, delivered an upbeat message with regards 
to the current economic climate in the EU in his 
speech to the Plenary Session of the Economic and 
Social Committee on the 26th of October. In his 
speech he defended the recent Commission 
Communication .. The Employment Strategy For 
Europe .. which has been attacked in some places 
as being .. too optimistic ..... The economic climate, 
as the Communication underlines, is sound .. , he 
told the Committee ... Inflation is lower than at any 
time in the last three decades. Profits are healthy, 
and are approaching levels last achieved in the 
1960s. there is a surplus in the trade balance, 
showing a better performance than in the 60s, 70s 
or the 80s ... Just as important, he said, was that the 
structural reform process was now taking shape 
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and beginning .. to haul our employment systems 
into the 21st century ... 

Such structural reforms offer real and positive 
prospects of greater labour flexibility, he told the 
Committee. Certain questions remain however, he 
continued. Will the social partners work together to 
achieve price stability and higher real wage levels? 
Will governments commit themselves to further 
steps in the direction of active rather than passive 
labour market policies? Will business use the 
opportunity to transform higher profits into new 
investment and new jobs? In searching for answers 
to these questions he provided a positive report of 
the recent social dialogue summit in Florence and 
its adoption of a joint declaration on employment. 
.. This joint declaration .. , he said, .. represents an 
important contribution to confidence building. The 
social partners have already played an important 
role in improving underlying economic conditions 
and creating better prospects for stability ... 
Nevertheless, he emphasised, many hard questions 
on commitments remain. The answers will come 
from governments at the Madrid summit and 
employers in their decisions on investment and 
jobs. 

D 
Social Protection In D 
Europe Report 1995 

The European Commission has adopted its 1995 
Social Protection in Europe Report. European So
cial Affairs Commissioner Padraig Flynn said that 
the aim of the Report was to increase mutual 
understanding between the Member States on the 
options for the development of their social protec
tion systems. The Report is intended to comple
ment the annual Employment in Europe Report and 
therefore focused on the links between social pro
tection and employment It also looks at the financial 
pressures on social protection systems that exist in 
all Member States. Over the last three years, as 
Europe has been hit by the recession, spending on 
social protection as a percentage of GNP increased 
in all Member States. In this context, almost all 
policy action taken by Member States in respect of 
social protection in recent years has been aimed at 
containing costs and, where possible, reducing 
them. Such actions have taken the form of: 

- tightening the regulations on the eligibility of 
benefits; 

- increasing targeting of support on those most in 
need; 

- increased emphasis on active measures to get 
people into work as opposed to passive meas
ures; 

- increased privatisation in a variety of forms, 



including the contracting out of services and the
shifting of responsibility of providing protection
to individuals themselves and their employers.

Otherthemes considered in the Report include the
principal characteristics of social protection sys-
tems and the way these differ betwe€n Member
States, the main developments that have occurred
in recent years in both the provision of support and
its funding, the scale and pattem of expenditure
and its rate of growth, and the reforms that have
been introduced in recent years in different parts of
the EU.

Regional Trade l-l
Unionists Meet | |

Trade unionists from all 15 Member states of the
EU met together to discuss local economic
development and local job creation measures in
Hasselt, Belgium in October. The meeting was
organised by the Trade Union Regional Network

OU RN) which comprisa of grorps of trade unionis{s
directly involved in practical employment
development projects throughout the European
U nion. The participants contributed presentrations
of documented examples of their work ard the
meeting heard of the rnany success:ful examplesof
co-operation - both betweenthetrade union groups
represented , and between trade unbnists and
local employers, educational establishments and
regional authorities.

The Trade Union Regional Network is based on a
voluntary association of trade unbn officers, and
training organisations and deve@ment agencies
which are supported by trade unions. They promote
local employrnent development in their regions,
eit her t hrough d i rect activities or rep resentiat bn on
state or regional bodies. All the trade unions are
members of confederations which are atfiliated to
the ETUC. In addition to the main TURN Network
there is also a TURN Women's Network.

The TURN Women's Network recently organised a
meet ing, i n Basilbata, ltaly of wonren t rade u nion bts
active in local dweloprnent and job creation proiects.
The meeti n g was d esig ned to raise the pail iclpatio n
and profile of women in local development and
employment initiatives. Thirty womsn took part in
the meeting whbh was hosted by ConGooperativa
of Basilicata and sponsored by the sponsored by
the Basilicata Development Centre.

Further information on TURN and the TURN
Women's Network can be obtained from the
Secretariat: Joe Mitchell and Ann Burgess sn {44
1942 712751 (Fax: 44 134;2 717760) or ernail:
ann @tumjma.demon.co. uk

l-l European Agency For i-l| | Health&Safety | |

The Administrative Board of the European Agerrcy
For Safety and Health at Work met for the first time
in Bilbao, Spain on the 26th October 1995. The
Administrative Board has representatives from
social pailner organisations in the various EU
MemberStates. The newAgency, which isfinanced
by the European Commission, will become
operational next year. lts rnain aims are:

- The systematb collection of scientific and
technical informatbn in order to provitle the
Commission and its various elpert groups with
the necesery assistance in preparing and
assessing the action phnned in the fieH of
occupational health ard safety.

- The rapid gathering of technbal and scientific
information on topics d current interesil so that
the Commissbn can reipord to the demands
made on it.

- The estrablishrnent and update of a register of
databases relevant to European safety and
health.

- The developnent of specific sources and
databases on safety and health hazards, worker
elposure, pttems of oeupational illnesses
and absonteeism, prctedive eguprnent etc.

- Maintenance of databases listing research
undertaken by the Member States in thefieH of
occuptional hslth and safety ard the
klentificatbn of new rssearch prcgrammes.

- The dissemination of rqsultrs of research work
and technbal danelopment ptogramms.

- The establishment of a refererrce lbrary of
technirnl and scientiFc infonnation on health
and safety.

- The etablbhment of ndtworks to obtrain
infonnatbn on specific aspects of health and
safety.

- The prodrction ard publishing of the rnagazine
oJanus' on health ard safety at rrcrk.

- Contributions to the organising of spechl events
such as European safety and health days.

- The exchange of specialists between Member
States.
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HOfv1EWORKING 

HOMEWORKING 
IN THE 

EUROPEAN 
UNION 

Homeworking is not a new phenomenon, but it is 
one which is becoming more important in Europe 
as employment relationships become more flexible 
and new technology increases the potential for 
workers to carry out work tasks in their own homes. 
Statistics always tend to underestimate the number 
of homeworkers - much homeworking takes place 
within the "informal economy" and tends to be 
unregulated and unrecorded - but a recent study by 
the Council of Europe suggested that there were 
more than two million homeworkers in Europe. 
Even the definition of homeworking is somewhat 
imprecise, there exist both ILO and Council of 
Europe definitions. Two characteristics of 
homeworking tend to be universal however: it is 
predominantly found amongst women workers 
(especially, in northern Europe amongst women 
workers of the ethnic minorities) and pay and 
conditions of work tend to be significantly lower 
than can be found in more formal working 
relationships. 

The European Commission established an ad hoc 
working group on Homeworking in 1992 which was 
made up of both Commission officials and 
representatives from the social partner 
organisations. The working group were responsible 
for a March 1994 European Seminar on 
Homeworking and their work has just led to the 
publication of a report (published as a supplement 
to .. Social Europe") on Homeworking in the 
European Union. The Report provides both a 
comprehensive survey of the incidence of 
homeworking in Europe and a detailed set of 
recommendations. In particular it calls for a co
ordinated European strategy on homeworking 
based upon an acti9n and research programme 
designed to develop more extensive information on 
homeworking. The Report also calls for the 
establishment of a co-ordinating group for those 
actively involved with homeworkers. The full Report 
is available from the European Commission (DGV) 
in all 9 EU languages, priced ECU 14. 

Homeworking In The European Union 
Social Europe, Supplement No. 2 1995 

European Commission (DGV) 
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Qd 
PART-TIME 
WORK AND 

WOMEN 

PART-TIME 
WORKING IN THE 

EUROPEAN UNION 
THE GENDER 
DIMENSION 

A new Information Booklet published by the Dublin
based European Foundation For The Improvement 
of Living and Working Conditions looks at the 
consequences and relevance of part-time work for 
women in a European perspective by identifying 
advantages and disadvantages associated with 
part-time work. The material contained in the booklet 
- .. Part-Time Work in the European union : the 
Gender Dimension" is based on a wide-ranging 
survey undertaken by the Foundation. The survey 
covered over 6,000 managers and employee 
representatives from eight Member States of the 
European Union. 

The difference between female and male part-time 
workers is reviewed in the light of the attitude of 
employers towards part-time work, both on their 
own request and on the request of the workers. It 
provides a profile of the voluntary and involuntary 
female and male part-time worker. It looks at the 
reasons why employers introduce part-time work in 
their establishments and surveys the consequences 
for women workers. 

The reasons why part-time work is introduced are 
considered in a variety of different types of 
workplace, including those with both a low and a 
high share of women workers. Reasons most 
frequently cited include improvement in quality. 
competitiveness and productivity and lower labour 
turnover. More worrying, from a trade union point of 
view, are the significant minority of employers who 
cite lower wages and reduced benefits as the 
reason for moving towards part-time working. 

The booklet also looks at one particular aspect of 
part-time working, that is the movement between 
part-time and full-time working. Part-time working 
is becoming an increasingly important factor in the 
European labour market, especially amongst 
women workers.ln this context, this booklet provides 
a comprehensive review of many of the problems 
and challenges facing women workers. 

Part-Time Work In The European union : The 
Gender Dimension. European Foundation For 

The Improvement Of living and Working 
Conditions. 

Information Booklet No. 23 (ECU 1 0) 
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